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Figure 1: We propose a novel algorithm that reconstructs the motion u
0..F of a single initial state ρ0 over the full course of

F frames of an input sequence, i.e., its global transport. Based on a learned self-supervision, our algorithm yields a realistic

motion for highly under-constrained scenarios such as a single input view.

Abstract

We propose a novel method to reconstruct volumetric

flows from sparse views via a global transport formulation.

Instead of obtaining the space-time function of the obser-

vations, we reconstruct its motion based on a single initial

state. In addition we introduce a learned self-supervision

that constrains observations from unseen angles. These vi-

sual constraints are coupled via the transport constraints

and a differentiable rendering step to arrive at a robust

end-to-end reconstruction algorithm. This makes the recon-

struction of highly realistic flow motions possible, even from

only a single input view. We show with a variety of synthetic

and real flows that the proposed global reconstruction of the

transport process yields an improved reconstruction of the

fluid motion.

1. Introduction

The ambient space for many human activities and man-

ufacturing processes is filled with fluids whose motion we

can only observe indirectly [53, 61, 72, 79]. Once passive

markers, e.g., in the form of ink or dye, are injected into the

fluid, it is possible to draw conclusions about the transport

induced by the motion of the fluid. This form of motion re-

construction is highly important for a large variety of appli-

cations, from medical settings [59], over engineering [67]

to visual effects [15], but at the same time poses huge chal-

lenges.

Fluids on human scales are typically turbulent, and ex-

hibit a highly complex mixture of translating, shearing, and

rotating motions [60]. In addition, the markers by construc-

tion need to be sparse or transparent in order not to fully

occupy and occlude the observed volume. Several works

have alleviated these challenges with specialized hardware

[18, 77] or by incorporating the established physical model

for fluids, the Navier-Stokes equations, into the reconstruc-

tion [11, 21]. However, despite improvements in terms of

quality of the reconstruction, the high non-linearity of the

reconstruction problem coupled with ambiguous observa-

tions can cause the optimizations to find undesirable mini-

mizers that deviate from ground truth motions.

In order to obtain a solution, existing approaches com-

pute volumetric observations over time [21, 9, 79]. Hence,

despite including a physical model, the observed quantities

represent unknowns per time step, and are allowed to devi-

ate from the constraints of the model. We make a central

observation: when enforcing the physical model over the

course of the complete trajectory of the observed fluid, the

corresponding reconstructions yield a motion that better ad-

heres to the ground truth. Thus, instead of a sequence, our

reconstruction results in a single initial state of the density.

This state is evolved via a global transport over time purely

by the physical model and the temporal reconstruction of

the motion field. In addition to an improved reconstruction

of the motion, this strict differentiable physics prior [7, 28]

allows us to work with very sparse observations, with only

a single viewpoint in the extreme.
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In order to better constrain the degrees of freedom in this

single-viewpoint scenario, we propose a method inspired

by generative adversarial networks (GANs) [19, 76]. Due

to the complete lack of observations from other viewpoints,

we make use of a small dataset of example motions, and

train a convolutional neural network alongside the motion

reconstruction that serves as a discriminator. This discrim-

inator is evaluated for randomly sampled viewpoints in or-

der to provide image space constraints that are coupled over

time via our global transport formulation.

While existing works also typically focus on linear im-

age formation models [30, 22], we combine the visual and

transport constraints with a fully differentiable volumetric

rendering pipeline. We account for complex lighting ef-

fects, such as absorption and self-shadowing, which are key

elements to capture the visual appearance of many real-

world marker observations.

To summarize, the main contributions of our work are:

• A global multi-scale transport optimization via a dif-

ferentiable physical model that yields purely transport-

based reconstructions.

• A learned visual prior to obtain motions from very

sparse and single input views.

• The inclusion of differentiable rendering with explicit

lighting and volumetric self-shadowing.

To the best of our knowledge, these contributions make it

possible for the first time to construct a fluid motion from

sparse views in an end-to-end optimization, even from a sin-

gle viewpoint. An overview is given in Figure 1.

2. Related Work

Flow Reconstruction Reconstructing fluid flows from

observations has a long history in science and engineer-

ing. A wide variety of methodologies have been proposed,

ranging from Schlieren imaging [6, 2, 1], over particle

imaging velocimetry (PIV) methods [20, 12], to laser scan-

ners [24, 16] and structured light [23] and light path [33]

approaches. Especially PIV has been widely used, and

seen a variety of extensions and improvements, such as syn-

thetic apertures [3], specialized lighting setups [77], and al-

gorithms for custom hardware setups [14]. In the follow-

ing, we focus on visible light capturing approaches, as they

avoid the reliance on specialized, and often expensive hard-

ware.

This capturing modality is especially interesting in con-

junction with sparse reconstructions, e.g., medical tomogra-

phy settings often favor view sparsity [68, 4, 66]. Here, the

highly under-constrained setting of a large number of de-

grees of freedom of a dense grid to be reconstructed from a

very small number of input views is highly challenging for

reconstruction algorithms. One avenue to obtain a reduced

solution space is to introduce physical priors. For fluids, the

Navier-Stokes equations [60] represent a well-established

physical model for incompressible fluids. E.g., the ad-

joint method was used for gradient-based optimization of

volumetric flows, such as fluid control [48]. On the other

hand, Gregson et al. [21] introduced a multi-view convex

optimization algorithm that makes use of a discrete advec-

tion step and a divergence-free projection. This approach

was extended to incorporate view-interpolation to obtain

additional constraints [79]. Convex optimization was also

used for the reconstruction from sparse views [9], or spe-

cialized single view reconstruction [8]. However, this re-

quires a hand-crafted regularizer to suppress depth-aligned

motions. In contrast, we rely on gradients provided by deep-

learning methods for our reconstructions. And while several

of these methods introduce transport terms for inter-frame

constraints, none introduces an “end-to-end” constraint that

yields a single, physical transport process from an initial

state to the last observed frame. Such gradient propagation

through PDEs is also being explored in differentiable phys-

ical simulation [28].

3D Reconstruction and Appearance Solving the tomog-

raphy for static scattering volumetric media has been stud-

ied via inverse scattering [17] or for large-scale cloud-

scapes [43]. Although we target volumetric reconstruction,

our goals also partially align with settings where a clearly

defined surface is visible, e.g., reconstructions of 3D geom-

etry [54, 42], including its deformation [78]. Mesh-based

methods were proposed to create a deformation of a labeled

template mesh [35], or of spherical prototypes [37]. While

marker density volumes do not exhibit a clear surface, they

share similarities with voxel-based reconstructions [58, 52].

In addition, learned representations [69, 45, 70, 51] have the

flexibility to encode information about transparent materials

and their reflectance properties, and temporally changing

deformations [50, 55].

In conjunction with sparse-view reconstructions, regu-

larization becomes increasingly important to obtain a mean-

ingful solution. One line of work has employed different

forms of appearance transfer [10, 32], e.g., to match the his-

tograms of fluid reconstructions [57], while others have pro-

posed view interpolations via optical flow [79]. In the con-

text of style transfer for natural images, learned approaches

via GANs [19, 62] were shown to be especially powerful

[81, 36]. GANs were likewise employed in fluid synthesis

settings [76], and we propose a learned discriminator that

works alongside a single flow reconstruction process.

A similar idea was used for single-view tomographic re-

construction of static objects: The approach by Henzler et

al. [26] was extended to include a learned discriminator for

a specific class of objects [25] to constrain unseen views.

We extend this approach to sequences, and show that the
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concept of learned self-supervision provides a highly useful

building block for physical reconstructions.

Differentiable Rendering Computing derivatives of pix-

els in an image with respect to input variables is essential for

many inverse problems. Several fast but approximate differ-

entiable rendering methods have been presented that model

simple light transport effects [46, 38]. Physics-based neural

renderers account for secondary effects, such as shadows

and indirect light. Li et al. [44] presented the first general-

purpose differentiable ray tracer, and Nimier et al. [56] a

versatile MCMC renderer that was, among other examples,

applied to smoke densities. Neural renderers [71] were used

for 3D reconstruction problems, e.g., to render an explicit

scene representation [25] or to synthesize novel views [51].

In the context of fluid simulations, differentiable render-

ers were used with and without differentiable solvers to op-

timize robotic controllers [63], to initialize a water wave

simulator [29], and to transfer a style from an input image

onto a 3D density field [39, 40]. Additive, i.e., linear, light-

ing models were often used for flow reconstruction [9, 79].

They are suitable for thin marker densities that have little

absorption under uniform lighting conditions. In contrast,

our method employs a differentiable rendering model that

handles non-linear attenuation and self-shadowing.

3. Method

The central goal of our algorithm is to reconstruct a

space-time sequence of volumetric fluid motions u such that

a passively transported field of marker density ρ matches a

set of target images. These targets are given as c ∈ C cali-

brated input views It
c for a time sequence of F frames with

{t|t ∈ N0, t < F }. We represent ρ and u as dense Eulerian

grids, which are directly optimized through iterative gradi-

ent updates calculated from the proposed loss functions and

propagated through the full sequence to achieve a solution

that adheres to a global transport formulation.

3.1. Physical Prior

We derive our method on the basis of a strong physical

prior given by the Navier-Stokes equations that describe the

motion of an incompressible fluid:

ut + u · ∇u = −∇p+ ν∇2
u , s.t. ∇ · u = 0. (1)

In addition to the fluid velocity u, p denotes the pressure

and ν the kinematic viscosity. We implement these equa-

tions via a differentiable transport operator A(s,u) that can

advect a generic field s (can be ρ or u) using a velocity

field u. For the discretized operator A we use a second-

order transport scheme to preserve small-scale content on

the transported fields [65]. Details are in Appendix A.3.

Global Density Transport Optimization Given an ini-

tial density ρ0, the state ρt at time t is given by

ρt := At(ρ0) = A(A(A(ρ0,u0),u1) . . . ,ut−1) (2)

and we only optimize ρ0 and the velocity sequence

{u0, . . . ,ut−1}, instead of optimizing all ρt individually,

as done by previous approaches. With this formulation we

enforce a correct transport over the entire fluid flow trajec-

tory, resulting in a reconstructed motion that better adheres

to Equation (1). For optimization, all ρt are constrained by

a composite loss Lρ, that we detail in Section 4. Thus, the

gradient for ρ0 is the sum of derivatives of Lρ, of all frames

t ∈ F , w.r.t. to the density of the first frame:

∇ρ0A =

F
∑

t=0

∂Lρ(ρ
t)

∂ρ0
=

F
∑

t=0

∂At(ρ0)

∂ρ0
∂Lρ(A

t(ρ0))

∂At(ρ0)
. (3)

Back-propagation of the gradients ∇ρt+1 through every

transport step A(ρt,ut) takes the iterative form

∇ρtA = ∇ρt +
∂A(ρt,ut)

∂ρt
∇ρt+1

A
(4)

where ∇ρt = ∂Lρ(ρ
t)/∂ρt are the individual per-frame

gradients and ∇ρF−1
A

= ∇ρF−1. In practice, we found that

using an exponential moving average (EMA) with decay β
to accumulate the gradients, i.e.,

∇ρtA = (1− β)∇ρt + β
∂A(ρt,ut)

∂ρt
∇ρt+1

A
, (5)

leads to better defined structures and smoother motion. This

construction, which we will refer to as global transport

formulation, requires an initial velocity sequence to cre-

ate At(ρ0), which we acquire from a forward-only pre-

optimization pass, as described in Section 4. The veloc-

ity also receives gradients ∇u
t
A =

∑F

i=t ∂Lρ(ρ
i)/∂ut =

∂A(ρt,ut)/∂ut∇ρt+1
A

from the back-propagation through

the density advection. Those are, however, not back-

propagated further through velocity self-advection.

Transport Losses A per-frame transport loss that takes

the general form of

LA(s) = |A(st−1,ut−1)− st|2 + |A(st,ut)− st+1|2

(6)

connects st to the previous and subsequent frames at times

t − 1 and t + 1. The self-advection loss LA(u) induces

temporal coherence in the velocity fields while the den-

sity transport loss LA(ρ) is used to build the initial velocity

sequence. Despite the inclusion of and back-propagation

through the global transport via Equation (5), both still con-

tribute important gradients that help to reconstruct the in-

flow region and the motion within the visual hull, which we
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show with an ablation in Appendix B.2. The divergence-

free constraint of Equation (1) is enforced by additionally

minimizing

Ldiv = |∇ · u|
2
. (7)

3.2. Differentiable Rendering

To connect the physical priors to the target observations

we leverage recent progress in GD-based differentiable ren-

dering [37, 25]. We employ a non-linear image formation

(IF) model that includes attenuation and shadowing to han-

dle varying lighting conditions and denser material while

still being able to solve the underlying tomographic recon-

struction problem. Our rendering operator R() creates the

image seen from view c of the density ρ given the outgoing

light L at each point in the volume by solving the integral

R(ρ,L, c) =

∫ f

n

L(x)e−
∫

x

n
ρ(a)dadx (8)

for each pixel-ray n → f of the image, using the Beer-

Lambert law for absorption [13].

The outgoing light L is computed from point lights

p ∈ P at positions xp with inverse-square falloff and single-

scattering as well as ambient lighting to approximate the

effect of multi-scattering. The intensities are ip and ia, re-

spectively. The total outgoing light at point x is given as

Lρ(x) = iaρ(x) +
∑

p∈P

ipρ(x)
1

1 + ||xp − x||2
e
−

∫
x

xp
ρ(a)da

.

(9)

In practice we employ ray-marching to approximate the

shadowing term and render the image and its transparency.

Implementation details and an evaluation of the rendering

model can be found in Appendix A.4.

With this formulation we can constrain the renderings of

the reconstruction to the target images It
c with

Ltar =
1

c

∑

c∈C

|It
c −R(ρt,Lρt , c)|2. (10)

3.3. Learned SelfSupervision

Our physical priors and rendering constraints enable the

reconstruction of a physically correct flow even from sparse

views. However, ρ, and therefore the transport, are increas-

ingly under-constrained with fewer views, and the huge

space of indistinguishable solutions can lead to a mismatch

between real and computed motions, severely reducing ac-

curacy when using only a single view. To address these

ambiguities, we train a fully convolutional neural network

alongside the motion reconstruction that serves as a dis-

criminator between images of real and reconstructed smoke.

This discriminator learns to transfer features of real flows

to the reconstruction via their visual projections over the

course of the optimization. While the discriminator can not

recover the true volumetric structure pertaining to a given

sample, it constrains the results to be plausible w.r.t. the

given target samples. We chose the RaLSGAN (relativistic

average least squares) loss variant [34] as our discriminator

loss for increased training stability:

LD(ρ, l) :=Er∼R

[

(

D(Ir)− Ef∼ΩD(Îf )− l
)2

]

+Ef∼Ω

[

(

D(Îf )− Er∼RD(Ir) + l
)2

]

.

(11)

Ir are randomly sampled from a set of reference images

R, and Îf := R(ρ,Lρ, f) are rendered random views of

the reconstruction. The label l is 1 when training the dis-

criminator, and −1 when using it as a loss to optimize the

density via ∂LD(ρ,−1)/∂ρ. This auxiliary loss term pro-

vides gradients for the optimization process and in this way

constrains the large space of possible solutions for the fluid

motion. Further details are given in Appendix A.2.

Extending the discriminator in the temporal domain via

a triplet of inputs (It−i, It, It+i) was proposed for fluid in

other contexts [76]. We show in Section 5.2 that such an

extension does not yield benefits as our transport priors al-

ready successfully constrain the physicality of the motion.

3.4. Additional Constraints

During reconstruction we restrict the density to the vi-

sual hull H constructed from the target views C. After

background subtraction the targets are turned into a binary

mask, and projected into the volume (R−1) to create the

hull via intersection:

H
t :=

⋂

c∈C

R−1(H(It
c − ǫ), c) , (12)

with H being the Heaviside step function. Using the visual

hull as hard constraint avoids residual density and tomogra-

phy artifacts in outer regions of the reconstruction volume.

For single-view reconstruction the hull is constructed us-

ing auxiliary image hulls created by rotation of the original

view around a symmetry axis of the physical setup (Ap-

pendix A.5). While this hull is itself not physically correct,

it constraints the solution to plausible shapes.

As we focus on fluid convection scenarios such as ris-

ing smoke plumes, we model dedicated inflow regions for

ρ that are degrees of freedom, optimized together with the

flow. We allow for free motions via Neumann boundary

conditions for u.

To reduce the non-linearity of the transport constraints,

we follow a commonly employed multi-scale approach [49,

21] that first optimizes larger structures without being af-

fected by local gradients of small-scale features. This

is especially important for the global formulation, as
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a) Single b) Forward c) C d) C-MS e) Glob-Trans f) Reference g) SF [9] h) TF [79] i) NV [45]

Figure 2: Multi-view evaluation with synthetic data: (a-e) Ablation with reference shown in (f). The different versions of the

ablation (details in Section 5.1) continually improve density reconstruction and motion. (g-i) Comparison with previous work

ScalarFlow [9], TomoFluid [79], and NeuralVolumes [45]. Our method in (e) yields an improved density reconstruction, in

addition to a coherent and physical transport (see also Table 1a).

it enables the optimization of large-scale displacements

when constructing the velocity field, and makes it eas-

ier to handle larger features in the density content, with-

out details obstructing the velocity transport gradients, as

∂A(s,u)/∂u depends on the spatial gradients of s (see also

Appendix A.3).

4. Reconstruction Framework

To reconstruct a specific flow, the density ρ and velocity

u are first initialized with random values inside the visual

hull H . We alternately update ρ and u via Adam iterations

[41]. The targets It
c for the rendering loss are given as image

sequences with their corresponding camera calibrations C.

When using targets with a background, we composite the

background and the reconstruction using the accumulated

attenuation of the volume in order to match the appearance

of the targets. While we experimented with optimizing the

lighting (Appendix A.4.4), we use light positions and inten-

sities that were determined empirically in our reconstruc-

tions. Below we give an overview of our framework, while

algorithmic details and parameter settings are given in Ap-

pendix A.1.

Pre-Optimization Pass We run a single forward pass to

obtain a density sequence ρ̃ as initial guess, and to com-

pute an initial velocity sequence as starting point for the

global transport optimization from Section 3.1. The den-

sity is computed via tomography using Ltar and the visual

hull H without transport constraints. The velocities u
t

are optimized using ρ̃t and ρ̃t+1 via the density transport

LA(ρ) and Ldiv. To improve temporal coherence in this

step the frames are initialized from the transported previous

frame before optimization: ρ̃t := A(ρ̃t−1,A(ut−2)),ut :=
A(ut−1,ut−1), for which the initial velocity u

0 is con-

structed using the multi-scale scheme of Section 3.1. The

initial density sequence ρ̃ is discarded when the global

transport constraints are introduced.

Coupled Reconstruction The main part of the recon-

struction couples the observations over time by incorpo-

rating the remaining priors, namely LA(ρ) for the den-

sity and LA(u) for velocity. Combined, for the density

loss in Equation (3) this yields Lρ = Ltar + LA(ρ) +
LD(ρ,−1). Subsequent iterations of the optimizer run over

the whole sequence, updating degrees of freedom for all

time steps. When optimizing via the global transport for-

mulation (Eq. (5)) the degrees of freedom for densities are

reduced to ρ0, and a density sequence is created by ad-

vecting ρ0 forward before updating the velocities via back-

propagation through the sequence while accumulating the

gradients for ρ0. The multi-scale approach is realized by

synchronously increasing the resolution for all densities and

velocities of the complete sequence with an exponential

growth factor of η = 1.2 in fixed intervals. Target and ren-

dering resolution for Ltar and D are adjusted in accordance

with the multi-scale resolutions.

5. Results and Evaluation

We use a synthetic data set with known ground truth mo-

tion to evaluate the performance for multiple target views,

before evaluating real data for the single-view case. For

all cases below, please see the supplemental video for de-

tails. The differences of the velocity reconstructions are

especially apparent when seen in motion. The video and

source code can be found on the project website.

5.1. Multiview Reconstructions

We simulate a fluid flow with a publicly available

Navier-Stokes solver [47] with a resolution of 128× 196×
128. Observations are generated for 120 frames over time

with 5 viewpoints spread over a 120 degree arc using real

calibrations.

Ablation We first illustrate our algorithm with an ablation

study. A qualitative comparison of these versions is shown
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a) NV [45] b) SF [9] c) Glob-Trans d) Nearest Target

Figure 3: Other methods for multi-view reconstruction (a,b)

compared to our approach (c), versus the nearest target from

a 30◦ rotated viewpoint (d). Even for the new viewpoint, our

reconstruction matches the structures of the target, while the

other methods produce overly smooth reconstructions. The

SF [9] result is representative for TF [79] here.

in Figure 2. The simplest single version uses the single pass

described in Section 4. It yields a very good reconstruction

of the input views, and low image space and volumetric er-

rors for ρH and Irand in Table 1, respectively, but strong

tomographic artifacts. Due to the known deficiences of di-

rect metrics like RMSE for complex signals, we addition-

ally compute SSIM [74] and LPIPS [80] metrics for Irand.

Although the single-pass version has good SSIM and LPIPS

scores, it results in incoherent and unphysical motions over

time. This is visible in terms of the metric A(ρ)H in Ta-

ble 1, which measures how well the motion from one frame

explains the next state, i.e., A(ρ)H = |A(ρt−1)− ρt|2.

The forward reconstruction (Section 4) introduces a tem-

poral coupling, and yields slight improvements in terms of

temporal metrics and reduces the artifacts. Next, enabling

coupling (version C) over time by optimizing the sequence

with transport losses greatly improves the transport accu-

racy to approx. 25% of the error of the forward version.

Version C-MS in Table 1 activates multi-scale reconstruc-

tion during the coupled optimization and yields an improved

reconstruction of larger structures, at the expense of an in-

creased transport error. With version Glob-Trans we arrive

at our global transport optimization, as described in Sec-

tion 3.1. It results in sharper reconstructions, matching the

perceived sharpness of the reference. This version achieves

very good reconstructions in terms of density errors, and en-

sures a correct transport in terms of A(ρ)H up to numerical

precision, see Table 1.

State of the Art We compare our global transport ap-

proach to three state of the art methods. Specifically, we

compare with ScalarFlow (SF) [9] and TomoFluid (TF) [79]

as representatives of physics-based reconstruction methods,

and NeuralVolumes (NV) [45] as a purely visual, learning-

based method. We use the synthetic data set from before,

while targets are rendered in accordance with each method

for fairness. Quantitative results are summarized in Table 1,

a) Initial b) TF [79] c) SF [9] d) Glob-Trans e) Reference

Figure 4: Evaluation of transport accuracy for an initial state

(a) advected with the velocity reconstructions of TF (b) and

SF (c). Our result (d) is closest to the reference in (e).

while qualitative comparisons are depicted in Figure 2 (g-i).

The SF reconstruction [9] employs physical priors in a

single forward pass, similar to a constrained physics-based

simulation. This leads to a temporally coherent velocity,

but underperforms in terms of matching the target views.

Note that SF has a natural advantage for the velocity re-

construction metrics in Table 1 for u
H as it is based on

the same solver used to produce the synthetic data (see Ap-

pendix B). The TF method [79] improves upon this behav-

ior by employing an optimization with physical priors, sim-

ilar to the coupled variant of our ablation. However, due

to its reliance on inter-frame motions and spatio-temporal

smoothness, the computed motion is temporally incoherent.

It additionally relies on a view-interpolation scheme to con-

strain intermediate view directions, which can be severely

degraded far from the target views, e.g., as shown in Fig-

ure 2 (h), and hinder convergence. The purely visual neural

scene representation of NV [45] does not employ physical

priors. Despite encoding a representation over time by rely-

ing on inputs from the observed sequence for the inference

of new views, it does not contain information about the mo-

tion between consecutive frames. To compute volumetric

samples that are comparable, we extract a density by dis-

carding black occlusions. While the measurements for ρ are

in a similar range as our approach, the image space errors

for Irand are larger, despite not providing velocities.

Compared to all three previous methods, our global-

transport approach outperforms the others in terms of im-

age space reconstruction and most volumetric metrics in

Table 1. This is also highlighted in Figure 3, where we

compare a target frame qualitatively to a nearby target view.

Most importantly, our method reconstructs a temporally

consistent motion over the full duration of the observed se-

quence – a key property for retrieving a realistic fluid mo-

tion. We highlight this behavior with an additional test in

Figure 4, where an initial state is advected over the course

of 120 steps with the optimized velocity sequence. Our ap-

proach yields the closest match with the reference configu-

ration.
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Metrics A(ρ)H ρ
H

u
H

Irand

Method RMSE↓ RMSE↓ SSIM↑ RMSE↓ SSIM↑ PSNR↑ LPIPS↓

Single 0.1352 1.300 0.599 0.453 0.148 41.51 .0203

Forward 0.1222 2.429 0.464 0.463 0.165 39.81 .0281

C 0.0291 2.268 0.502 0.452 0.180 40.26 .0244

C-MS 0.0505 1.309 0.585 0.445 0.167 41.59 .0186

Glob-Trans 1.4e-7 1.844 0.533 0.452 0.171 39.86 .0257

SF [9] 1.573* 2.814 0.328 0.440 0.220 35.80 .0529

TF [79] 0.3879 1.707 0.473 0.544 0.082 30.19 .0492

NV [45] N/A 2.002 0.337 N/A N/A 27.77 .0674

(a) Multi-view: mean volume and image statistics and errors for synthetic data.

Metrics Target views Irand

Method PSNR↑ LPIPS↓ FID↓

Forward 29.42 .0538 164.6

C-MS 28.31 .0541 166.7

Glob-Trans 27.29 .0484 151.2

Full 27.40 .0489 140.3

Full+Dt 27.49 .0478 147.3

pGAN [25] 22.91 .0891 185.4

(b) Single-view: mean image statistics evalu-

ated for five new random views.

Table 1: Error metrics for multi-view (left) and single-view cases (right). A(ρ)H denotes the motion difference A(ρt−1)−ρt,
ρH and u

H denote volumetric errors; all of these are measured inside the visual hull. Irand measures differences to rendered

targets using 32 random views. Bold numbers denote best scores for full algorithms, i.e., without ablation variants. The * for

A(ρ)H of SF indicates resampling the velocities to the same grid resolution as other methods for comparison.

a) Forward b) C-MS c) Glob-Trans d) Full e) Full-Dt [76] f) pGAN [25]

Figure 5: Single-view reconstructions of a captured fluid

(target at 0◦). Top & middle: density from a 90◦ side view.

Bottom: rendered visualization at 60◦. Our version with

discriminator (d) yields coherent and sharp flow structures,

preventing any smearing along the unconstrained direction

(a, b) or streak artefacts (c). Temporal supervision [76]

has no added benefit (e), while the purely learning-based

method [25] fails to generate coherent features (f).

5.2. SingleView Reconstruction

We demonstrate the learned self-supervision, i.e., the ef-

ficacy of the discriminator loss, on a reconstruction of 120

frames from a real capture [9]. To evaluate the results

from unconstrained directions we also include FID mea-

surements [27] in Table 1 (b).

Ablation Results of the single-view ablation for an un-

seen view at a 90◦ angle are shown in Figure 5. Here,

the forward variant (a) highlights the under-constrained na-

ture of the single-view reconstruction problem with strong

smearing along depth. The coupling version (b) refines the

reconstructed volumes, but still contains noticeable striping

artifacts as well as a lack of details. Our global transport

a) pGAN [25] b) Full w/o disc. c) Full d) Ex. view

Figure 6: Unseen view of a single-view reconstruction: (a)

previous work, our algorithm without (b) and with discrim-

inator (c). The discriminator in (c) yields an improved re-

construction of small to medium scale structures in the flow

that match the style of an example flow (d).

formulation (c) resolves these artifacts and yields a plausi-

ble motion, which, however, does not adhere to the motions

observed in the input views. The full version (d) introduces

the methodology explained in Section 3.3, and arrives at

our full algorithm including global transport and the dis-

criminator network. It not only sharpens the appearance of

the plume, but also makes the flow more coherent by trans-

ferring information about the real-world behavior to unseen

views. This is depicted in Figure 6 (c), where flow details

closely match the style of an example view (d).

State of the Art Only few works exist that target volu-

metric single-view reconstructions over time. As two repre-

sentatives, we evaluate the temporal discriminator Dt pro-

posed in previous work for fluid super-resolution [76], and

the Platonic GAN approach for volumetric single view re-

constructions [25].

The temporal self-supervision (Full-Dt) [76] was pro-

posed for settings without physical priors. We have ex-

tended our full algorithm with this method, and note that it

does not yield substantial improvements for the optimized

motion, see Figure 5 (e). This highlights the capabilities of

the global transport, which already strongly constrains the
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solution. Thus, a further constraint in the form of a tempo-

ral self-supervision has little positive influence, and slightly

deteriorates the FID results in Table 1 (b).

The Platonic GAN (pGAN) was proposed for learning

2D supervision per class of reconstructed objects. We have

used this approach to pre-train a network for per-frame su-

pervision of the rising smoke case of our single-view eval-

uation yielding improvements in terms of depth artifacts.

However, due to the lack of constraints over time, the so-

lutions are incoherent, and do not align with the input se-

quence, leading to an FID of more than 180.

In contrast, the solution of our full algorithm yields a re-

alistically moving sequence that very closely matches the

input view while yielding plausible motions even for highly

unconstrained viewing directions. This is reflected in the

FID measurements in Table 1 (b), where our full algo-

rithm outperforms the other versions with a score of 140.3.

We found the discriminator to be especially important for

noisy, real-world data, where hard, model-based constraints

can otherwise lead to undesired minima in the optimiza-

tion process. Both comparisons highlight their importance

of learned self-supervision for single-view reconstructions,

and their capabilities in combination with strong priors for

the physical motion.

5.3. Real Data SingleView Reconstructions

We show two additional real flow scenarios recon-

structed from single viewpoints with our full algorithm in

Figure 7. For each case, our method very closely recov-

ers the single input view, as shown in the top row of each

case. In addition, the renderings from a new viewpoint in

the bottom row highlight the realistic motion as seen from

unconstrained viewpoints. Here, our optimization success-

fully computes over 690 million degrees of freedom, i.e.,

grid cells, in a coupled fashion for the wispy smoke case.

Resolution details are given in Appendix B, while the sup-

plemental video shows these reconstructions in motion. In-

terestingly, we found it beneficial to re-train the discrimina-

tor alongside each new reconstruction. Reusing a pretrained

network yields inferior results, which indicates that the dis-

criminator changes over the course of the reconstruction to

provide feedback for different aspects of the solution.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

We have presented a first method to recover an end-to-

end motion of a fluid sequence from a single input view.

This is achieved with a physical prior in the form of the

global transport formulation, a differentiable volumetric

renderer and a learned self-supervision for unseen angles.

Our single-view method comes with the limitation that

the learned self-supervision assumes that the flow looks

similar to the input view from unseen angles. The discrim-

inator can only make the results look plausible by trans-

a) Target a) Reconstruction

a) Novel View

b) Target b) Reconstruction

b) Novel View

Figure 7: Additional single-view reconstructions. Top left:

input views, top right: reconstruction from input view, bot-

tom: different viewpoint with modified lighting. Our algo-

rithm successfully reconstructs realistic motions for wispy

smoke (a), as well as thicker volumes (b).

ferring the visual style of the given references. Physical

correctness is induced by the direct, physical transport con-

straints. However, fluid flow naturally exhibits self similar-

ity, and the discriminator performs significantly better than

re-using the same input for constraints from multiple an-

gles. Dissipation effects are not modeled in our approach,

and would thus lead to errors in Ldiv or LA(ρ). We further

do not support objects/obstacles immersed in the flow. Ad-

ditionally, we rely on positional information about the in-

flow into the reconstruction domain. Jointly optimizing for

inflow position and flow poses an interesting challenge for

future work. For our full method we have measured an av-

erage reconstruction time of ∼ 30 minutes per frame using

a single GPU, more details are in Appendix A.9.

In conclusion, our method makes an important step for-

ward in terms of physics- and learning-based reconstruction

of natural phenomena. We are especially excited about fu-

ture connections to generative models and other physical

phenomena, such as turbulent flows [73], liquids [64], or

even elastic objects[75].
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